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EXTRA! WEIRD-LOOKING FREAK SAVES APOLLO 14!

BY TIM CROUSE
BOSTON---

In a rabbit hutch in Cambridge
On the Charles by the bay
A bunch of "Hot Shot Harrigans"
for Apollo saved the day.
Things on board went haywire
Lights flashed red and green
The Rube Goldbergs down in
Cambridge
Descended on the scene.

"We are lost" the captain shouted
Alan Shepard was his name
But the boys at Draper shouted
"Ain't the way we play the game ."

They went into a huddle
The game plan showed up soon
And when the dust had settled
Antares was on the moon .
This doggerel, prominently posted on
a waft of M.i .T .'s Draper Laboratory,
celebrates the heroism of Don (The Ey)
Ryles, the 27-year-old computer expert
whose quick calculations spared Apollo
14 the ignominy of returning from the
moon without ever having touched down .
The Draper Lab (named after Charles
Stark Draper, "The Father of Inertial
Guidance") has the NASA contract for
programming the computers that keep the
spaceships on course . Ryles, who has

worked at the Lab ever since he graduated from Boston University in 1966,
specializes in writing programs for the
landing phase of moonshots.
As the Lunar Module neared the moon
last month, a vital switch broke down,
jeopardizing the landing. Ryles took only
two hours to devise a new computer
program that bypassed the faulty switch .
Not exactly the little Dutch boy, but
heroic enough for 1971 .
A week after his feat, Don Eyles,
wearing John Lennon glasses, a drooping
mustache, long blond hair, black cords
and shitkickers, walks down a long hall
past phones labeled "Don't Chatter Clas-

sified Matter" and red padlocked waste
cans marked "Classified Waste Only"
on his way to Draper's million-dollar
mockup of the Lunar Module . The mockup is his favorite toy. "I remember so
many afternoons just sitting in this thing,
flying around the universe at random,"
he says in his soft Georgia accent .
"This one's pretty crude actually," he
says, tapping the plywood frame and
vainly trying to make a slide show of the
lunar surface appear in the window of
the Module . "They have some beautiful
ones -in Cape Kennedy and Houston.
I've flown in those, too-even crashed
'em."
-Continued on Page 6
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Smile! You're on video, say the Vasulkas (above left), Global Village (above right), and People's Video (below right). 'ACIDC (renter) is too.

Everybody Will
Be On Television

BY SAMT KLEIN
When my fuckin' revolution comes,
everybody in the world's gonna be on
television all the time, Then there's gonna
be an "information explosion." No more
names. No more signature artists. No
more sele~dve newsreader psychosis.
There's gonna be TOTAL ACCESS . . . .
TOTAL ACCESS .
-Sadie in 'ACIDC'
Television is dynamile, and we're leaving it around for any idiot with a march.
-A British TV director,
quoted in Newsweek
Armed only with two half-inch Sony
portapacks and a Hasselblad, bearing the
dubious Credentials of an imminent underground video magazine, three video
veterans and a neophyte descended upon
NASA headquarters, Cocoa Beach, for
coverage of Apollo 14 . Nodding deliberately at our hardware, NASA officials
quickly handed us Z4-hour pink press
passes .
The night before launch : We drove
-closer and closer to the towering white
rocket bathed in floodlights. One mile,
one-half, one-quarter-we were almost
upon it . Unbelieving, we looked for
guards . How was it we were here? Finally, we came to a security gate . "Where's
your escort?" a guard asked. "We couldn't
find one," we replied. "You shouldn't
be here without one," he admonished .
"Can we take some pictures as long as
we're here?" we entreated. "Sure" He
waved us inside the gate . We pulled over,
stunned at our success, and spent a leisurely 20 minutes shooting the Saturn
5 rocket .
*
*
"One of the good things about video
is it gets you places," says Frank Cavestani, actor/video artist who had a
similar experience with the Atomic
Energy Commission in Washington : We
went there loaded down with equipment.
We took a walk upstairs with the camera
on . No one stopped us . They figured we
should be there. We asked them, `What's
wrong with your security?' They said,
'Well, what are you gonna show us?' I

said, 'My trip here .'"
*
~
s
What makes half-inch video revolutionary? First, its low cost. Sony portapaks retail for about $1340-and, the
word is, the Japanese sell a camera domestically for about $40. Furthermore,
there is no costly processing of tape, such
as there is with film and even stills .
The second factor is the machine's
simplicity . Anyone can shoot reasonable
tapes right from the start. There just
isn't that much to know .
Finally, there's video's unique capability to set-up instantaneous two- or
multi-way communications b e t w e e n
"viewers," who are also "actors." As
John Reilly of Global Village video
theater puts it : "The real excitement here
is that you can turn the theater into a
studio."
The political implications of video, in
terms of helping to define and articulate
the interests of groups which up to now
have been deprived of a voice (or at least
an audience), are perhaps the most
far-reaching . Consequently, much of the
rhetoric that has grown up around video
has focused on its "Politics." But it is
crucial to realize that no aspect of modern culture is likely to remain unchanged .
Art, music, drama, sociology, psychology,
education, religion-all will be, all are
being, profoundly affected . Video communities are springing up all over the
country, composed of groups and individuals exploring such diverse areas as
porn, propaganda, community action,
self-processing, hip soap opera, electronic
ministry and abstract composition ; color
and black and white.
Videofreex, the largest such video
group, with branches in New York, California and Montreal, is the archetypal
"media guerrilla" outfiit." A spokesman
sees Videofreex's role as one of decentralization-making media work for the
people by breaking it down into smaller,
less insulated units: "That old idea of
network has to be changed-'cause you
know what the networks are now-this
homogeneous milkshake that's all around
the country. Everything's the same .
There's chocolate, strawberry and vanilla.
That's about it . You can't get any other
flavors. We hope that the new informa-

tion `network' will be coming from two
people to five people, or from fifty people to one hundred people, or maybe
from ten people to one person." ,
A revealing Freex idiosyncrasy is the
group's insistence that all quotes be tollectively anonymous: "So we decided
that we'll have one ego that doesn't
exist and we'll call him Leo and he says
everything for us . Then we don't have
to parade ourselves in front of the
masses. We can hide behind them ." (Actually, Leo is incarnate in the form of
a gruesomely overweight cat.)
Freex has been funded to equip a fleet
of "media buses" with cameras, playback
decks and monitors, on which they will
travel around - making tapes, teaching
people to use the equipment, and linking
community residents up to local cable
facilities . They also hope to "liberate"
equipment, which, as Leo explained, is
being used in schools and universities in
"the most dull, boring ways," or worse
yet, isn't being used at all. "It's locked
in closets," Leo says . "Strange people you
never see have the keys ."
In a substantial library of tapes ranging from political (Panthers, Women's
Lib, Rotary meetings) to humor, Freex
include service tapes such as "How to
Build Domes," or "How to Get an Abortion ." All can be rented very cheaply.
People's Video Theatre in New York
is also community-oriented but has no
taste for ideology, "The only thing that
can be alternate in this society," cofounder Eliot Glass says, "is that the
power will be in the hands of more
people than it is ."
Instead of pushing a point of view
opposed to the established one, People's
Video aims to "provide the place where
points of view can be exchanged," which,
Elliot notes, "is really maybe what media
and communications is about."
Nevertheless, most of People's Video's
work is with the underdog, and in an upcoming project, they will be working
with the Young Lords co-producing a
series of tapes examining Puerto Rican
culture which "might be a basis for them
to politicize the people on the street ."
In addition, the weekly show at the PVT
loft features a live forum, where cameras
turned on the audience record its re-

sponse to specific issues aired on tape .
The responses are then incorporated into
the program,
One video group that mixes both politics and entertainment is Global Village,
directed by Rudi Stem (a former kinetic
light artist) and John Reilly (a former
filmmaker) . Juxtaposing political, rock,
erotic and humorous tapes on ten monitors which are constantly switching, a
kind of total environment effect is created, The technique, called multi-channel, is used more extensively by Global
Village than by any other video group
because, John Reilly believes, "it better
exemplifies a non-linear approach to a
given image. If you fragment the information grid," he says, "you closer approximate the way. we actually receive
information ."
Rudi Stern intends to use multi-channel also in a video opera he is producing for the Public Broadcast Corp .,
based on the character Mishkin in The
Idiot. The opera will utilize lights and
other environmental effects and will probably not have a live audience .
Global Village is also publishing a
video cassette magazine, in full-color,
which will be coming out this spring .
Containing mini-documentaries on various alternate culture topics including
activist groups and rock, it will be distributed initially to colleges and universities . Reilly is soliciting tapes from
other video artists and hopes that students, once they see the magazine, will
be encouraged to set up "mini-stations"
on campus that will feed material back
to Global Village.
Another video group working out of
New York, Raindance, is putting out a
magazine-in print form-called Radical
Software, which is sort of an underground video trade publication . Raindance
also produces all sorts of tapes, among
the most interesting of which are selfprocessing or self-evaluation tapes. "With
video we can know the differnece between how we intend to come across and
how we actually do come across," Paul
Ryan has written in Radical Software .
"What we put out, what is taken by the
tape, is an imitation of our extended
image, it is our monkey. A video system
enables us to get the monkey off our

PERSPECTIVES : A LEGACY OF THE THIRTIES

By Ralph J. Gleason

and nearer to the hands of those who dream of it .
I have no wish to see the myth of Orson Welles
shrink . I don't think that it will in any case . But it
is absolutely imperative that we know as much about
all of this as we can find out and Pauline Kael's work
has added a very great deal to the knowledge we have

something which is essential to your world.
In between all the ads for diamonds and exotic
clothes, the New Yorker has continued to maintain

McCarthy era (the despicable Senator, not the presidential candidate) . In short, the loose ends are tied up .
I know of no work in music, for instance, that
does this . Francis Newton's The Jazz Scene has a bit
of it for the jazz world . Leroi Jones' Blues People
and Charles Keil's Urban Blues are headed that way
and Sounds of the City has some of the same kind of
stage setting. But Pauline Kiel has monumental gifts
for the job. She went through the time herself, saw
saw the films as entertainment on Saturday afternoons,
read the newspapers and knew the names of the char-

if that position is couched in the almost courtly phraseology Talk of the Town employs. Rachel Carson,
James Baldwin, and John Hersey are just three of the
people who have managed to say important things,
highly important things, in its pages. There are many
others.
When I picked up the February 20th New Yorker,
I found another of those literary goodies which I cannot do without and which I want to tell you about.
It is the first of two articles (hence the February 27th
Yorker is part two and just as essential) by
Pauline Kael on the subject of Citizen Kane, Orson
Welles and the man who wrote Citizen Kane, Herman
J. Mankiewicz . In the course of this, in Part I alone,
she has made a singular contribution to an interpretation of the Thirties, to the literature of that time (as well as the films), to the whole world of newspapers and writers and to the Hollywood of that period
as well .
Today we are just picking up on the things which
the Thirties produced that can now be granted the
status of art. Citizen Kane. though made in the first
year of the decade of the Forties, belongs to that earlier period which is really set off from us today less
by the decade mark of 1440 than by the event of
World War II.
The stock market boom, the Dust Bowl, the migration to California, the Swing Era, the movies becoming talkies and the rest of it all belong together .
Newspapers then were hothouses for a kind of talent
that is rare today for many reasons, not the least of
which is the change in the nature of newspapers themselves. And the glory of Citizen Kane has got to be
seen in the context of the time itself .
And really that is what Pauline Kael has done . She
has set that film for us, enabling those who were not
there to see it now through her eyes. Her story involves not only the fact that Weiles didn't write a line
of the film and that Mankiewicr wrote it all, but how
,this came about. It connects all the elements of the
l time tneether_ showinv the lime% between the Atvnn.

To have set, as she does, the idea of Citizen Kane
in the context of the other newspaper films of the
time and to relate its mysteries to the kind of mysteries served up weekly in Hearst's American Weekly
(of which there is no counterpart today) was brilliant. The American Weekly was a tabloid magazine
tucked into the Sunday editions of the Hearst papers
around the country. Its main fare was a marvelous
kind of science fiction/detective/horror story, ostensibly based on a news item, but in reality the product
of the lively imaginations of some of the best writers
of the time. Men who were to be screen writers and
novelists supported themselves all during that period
(as rock critics do today with various magazines)
writing free-lance 1500 word stories for American
Weekly, each the product of a day's research in the
New York Public Library either digging out old I=gyptian archeological expedition accounts and updating
them, or revising and expanding stories from papers
around the world.
Just as the Carter Family, yes and Robert Johnson, too, did what they did to make money, Citizen
Kane was conceived as a commercially viable product.
Welles wanted money from Hollywood to support the
theater.
Today we are in the midst of an Orson Welles revival. Like everyone else, I am enjoying it because no
Film he ever touched is a waste, of time to see. There
is something in every one of them, no matter how
slight, that is worth seeing . He himself may be forgiven if, as Miss Kael suggests, time and the frustrations of his career allow him to let some of the mythology about Citizen Kane thrive in the minds of interviewers and the critics. After all, he directed that film
even if directing a film at that time (and even for
Orson Welles) was not the improvisatory process it
has become in recent years and instead was a process
much closer to the written script. And Citizen Kane
is truly a cinema masterpiece.
We are in need of legends now and of heroes,
*- tv .lt4ti..r for - ... rh. ,vnrlrt .,f fit.

it certainly does cut away a good deal of the myth
with which Dylan surrounded himself in his own
Writings .
Herman J. Mankiewicz wrote Citizen Kane . Hearst
did try to stop it, but on its release it got what can
and
killed it comonly be called rave
of it all was the difficulty of distribution . The irony
all was that .the only Academy Award W lles
ever got was as co-author of its script, the one thing
he didn'tt do .
It is fascinating to apply what we learn here to
all of history. It took 20 years for the historians to
find out that the crucial battle of Tannenberg of World
War I in which the Germans defeated the Russians
was not at all the work of either Hindenburg or Ludendorf (the latter became head of the German army
and Hindenburg eventually became chancellor) both
of whom got the credit, but the work of a still relatively unknown military genius named Hans Hoffman.
We are only now finding out that the great Chinese
victories over Japan, described in detail in millions
of words in the days of World War 11, were almost
entirely fictitious and the product of Chiang Kai-shek's
propaganda team . Columbus didn't discover America,
either, and the great battle of El Alamein which made
Montgomery's reputation by its defeat of Rommel was
actually no battle at all; the real one having taken
place touch earlier under another commander.
All of history is quite probably like that and it
doesn't make much difference in the long run, I suppose . With art the situation is generally different, although some great painters did use the talents of
others and some great writers were not above stealing
an idea here and there.
However, the importance of Orson Welles and
Citizen Kane is certainly different and probably even
greater in the context of its field. Most especially since
he is alive and articulate today and what he says nor
only makes a great deal of sense but carries the stamp,
the veto CnPCrgf crnmn. of mrthnrittr which can only

The New Yorker is perhaps the one American litcrazy einstitution
iao from the Thirties that seems as fresh
today as when it began. Despite all the ritual trappings it has accumulated over the years, you never
know when you are going to open a copy and find

an increasingly radical lpolitical editorial p° anion, even

acters involved in all of it .

of what exactly was involved in the making o£ this

masterpiece . I do not think either that Toby Thompson's fascinating book on Bob Dylan, so rightly called
"An Unorthodox View" (its title is Positively Main

Street and Coward McCann & Geaghagan publishes
it) will diminish Dylan's stature one 'tiny bit, although

